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Abstract
In this paper, we present a practical secret key management for data relay security of bluetooth-connected
drones. Time-varying received signal strengths between the drones and the ground sensing nodes are quantized
to generate the secret key pairs, where the quantization interval is adjusted to reduce the number of mismatched
secret key bits. To validate the key management performance, a multihop aerial relay system testbed is developed
based on the MX400 drone platform and the bluetooth low energy radio transceiver.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a practical secret key
management for data relay security of bluetooth-connected
drones. Time-varying received signal strengths between the
drones and the ground sensing nodes are quantized to generate
the secret key pairs, where the quantization interval is
adjusted to reduce the number of mismatched secret key bits.
To validate the key management performance, a multihop
aerial relay system testbed is developed based on the MX400
drone platform and the bluetooth low energy radio transceiver.
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(a) Hardware of the drones and the ground node.

In drones-aided relay networks, autonomous drones are
employed as aerial relays to provide wireless connectivities
between a ground data source node and a sink node [1].
Due to the broadcast nature of wireless channels, the
communication between the drones and ground nodes in
the aerial relay system is vulnerable to eavesdropping and
replay attacks [2]. By eavesdropping the sensory data,
adversaries can falsify the source data of the ground node
or interpolate malicious data to abuse the flight trajectories
of the drones [3]. Therefore, a secret key pair needs to
be applied at the drones and the ground nodes for data
encryption/decryption.
II. C HANNEL - ADAPTED KEY GENERATION

(b) Setup of the ground source node and the sink node.

In this paper, a long-distance bluetooth communication
technique, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), a.k.a. Bluetooth
5.0, is considered [4]. We investigate a channel-adapted
secret key management for communication security in the
multihop aerial relay network, where two BLE-connected
relaying drones are employed to hover over the ground
nodes. Specifically, at the first hop, a secret key pair is
generated at the ground source node to encrypt the source
data which are sent to drone A. Similarly, another two pairs

Fig. 1: Hardware and experiment setup.
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of secret keys are generated at the second hop (i.e., drone
A and drone B) and the third hop (i.e., drone B and the
data sink), respectively. A unanimous key pair needs to be
generated at each hop so that the data can be successfully
decoded by the receiver.
To generate the key pair, the drone or the ground device
samples Received Signal Strength (RSS) of the channel.

B. Number of mismatched key bits
We conduct the experiments outdoor, where sensory data
are generated by the source node, and relayed by the two
drones to the sink node [7]. Figure 2 shows the number
of mismatched key bits in the generated key pair, where
the number of quantization intervals is set to 10, 20, or
30. The number of mismatched key bits increases with the
growth of quantization intervals since the RSS readings can
be quantized to the same interval with the small number of
quantization intervals, which leads to the same key bits.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presented the multihop drone relay system,
where the drones equipped with the BLE transceiver hover
over the ground nodes. The channel-adapted secret key
management is developed for communication security of
the BLE-connected drones. The aerial relay testbed was
built to evaluate the mismatched key bits in the generated
key pair. Preliminary experimental results show that the
mismatched key bits can be reduced by decreasing the
number of quantization intervals.
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III. T ESTBED AND P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
A. Testbed with BLE-connected drones
Hardware of the testbed is depicted in Figure 1(a), where
the drone is built based on the MX400 platform. The
maximum transmit power of the BLE transceiver onboard
the drone is up to 20.154 dBm, which leads to the BLE
communication range of about 1 km [6]. Thanks to the
long communication distance of the BLE transceiver, the
channel-adapted key generation can be applied to most of
aerial relay applications.
Figure 1(b) presents the experiment setup, where the
BLE transceiver is connected to the ground source node
and the sink node. The transmission of the data packet is
initiated by the source node. Drone A and drone B patrol
around the ground nodes along their predetermined trajectories. The trajectories are designed to prevent potential flight
collisions.
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The RSS readings are quantized to a binary sequence,
which is used as secret key bits. The number of quantization
intervals can be predetermined [5]. In particular, upper
bound and lower bound of each quantization interval can be
recursively adjusted until a unanimous key pair is generated
at the drone or the ground node in each hop. Due to motions
of the drones, the temporal and spatial variations of the RSS
randomize the generated key pairs, which enhances security
of the channel-adapted key generation.
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Fig. 2: Number of mismatched bits in regards to different number
of quantization intervals.
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